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ABSTRACT

The contract bridge is an imperfect information game, but most computer bridges play cards assuming
the best play by opponents. So, it is difficult for computer bridges to take advantage of mistakes made
by less-than-perfect opponents. This paper proposes an opponent model with imperfect information
and a heuristic algorithm to take advantage of mistakes by the opponent.

1. INTRODUCTION

The author proposed an agent model for a bidder of the contract bridge (Ando and Uehara, 2000). Since bridge
auction is a task based on imperfect information, each agent has hypothetical reasoning ability and generates
images of other players’ hands by abduction from a bidding sequence (Uehara, 1995). The same architecture of
the agent is useful as the opponent model in the card playing of bridge. The knowledge for guessing the other
players’ hands from the observed play is stored in the agent.

Application of the Monte Carlo sampling technique to the game of bridge was proposed by (Levy, 1989) and im-
plemented by (Ginsberg, 1996). The card selection algorithm (Ginsberg, 2001) constructs a set of deals consistent
with both the bidding and play thus far. The card to play is selected by evaluating the double dummy result for each
deal. It is assumed that opponents have perfect information and do not make any mistake in each deal. It is well
known that Ginsberg’s approach has drawbacks (Frank and Basin, 1998). In order to remove the drawbacks, two
heuristic algorithms, vector minimaxing and payoff reduction minimaxing, were proposed by (Frank, Basin, and
Matsubara, 1998). They also use the assumption again as it represents the most conservative approach modeling
the strongest possible opponents.

We propose to construct three sets of deals from each player’s point of view which is consistent with the bidding and
play thus far and also the card to play next. We think that an opponent makes mistakes because the player’s hand
constructed from the opponent’s point of view are different from the real player’s hand. Although algorithms to
take advantage of opponent’s mistakes may be implemented on any algorithms mentioned above, we implemented
it as an extension of Ginsberg’s algorithm. We are aware that Ginsberg’s algorithm does not produce perfect or
even good play in many situations but we believe it to be an adequate evaluation function for our opponent model.

2. MONTE CARLO CARD SELECTION ALGORITHM

The Monte Carlo card selection algorithm (Ginsberg, 2001) is introduced in this section. GIB (Ginsberg’s computer
bridge program) has a high performance (partition search) engine to analyze bridge’s perfect-information variant
(double dummy bridge), where all of the cards are visible and each side attempts to take as many tricks as possible.
GIB uses Monte Carlo simulation for card-play (and bidding). The unseen cards are dealt at random, biasing the
deal so that it is consistent with both bidding and with the cards played thus far. Then GIB analyzes the deal
in double dummy and decides which of the possible plays is the strongest. It is expected that averaging over a
large number of such Monte Carlo samples will allow us to deal with the imperfect nature of bridge information.
Unfortunately this is not always true.

[Monte Carlo card selection algorithm] To select a move from a candidate setM of such moves:

[Step 1] Construct a setD of deals consistent with both the bidding and play of the deal thus far.

[Step 2] For each movem ∈ M and each deald ∈ D, evaluate the double dummy result of making the movem
in the deald. Denote the score obtained by making this moves(m, d).
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[Step 3] Return thatm for which
∑

d s(m, d) is maximal.

3. MODEL OF AN OPPONENT WHO MAKES NO MISTAKES

[Example 1]

Figure 1: Deal, bidding and play history of example 1.

West leads the six of Hearts, and Declarer captures East’s King with the Ace and runs the Queen of Clubs. If East
is a human expert, he will play low with an air of innocence (Gardner and Mollo, 2001). If South tries the Club
finesse again, he will be cut off from the Dummy. South cannot make his contract if Dummy yields him one trick
only. If East is GIB, it plays the King of Clubs. Because GIB assumes that the opponent makes no mistakes, that
is, East’s hand is visible from other players as well as Dummy’s hand. Figure 2 is a set of dealsD consistent with
both the bidding and play of the deal thus far. Number of deals used in GIB is about 50, but we use a small set of
deals in order to simplify the explanation in this paper.

Figure 2: A set of dealsD constructed from East’s point of view.

Figure 3 is a part of the game-tree to evaluate the double dummy results of playingC2 andCK in the deald1,
whereC2 is the Duce of Clubs,CK is the King of Clubs andCX is a small card of Clubs. If East plays low, South
captures East’s King of Clubs with the Ace and gets 5 tricks of Clubs. If East plays King of Clubs, South gets
only 4 tricks of Clubs. The part of the game-tree for the deald2 is almost the same. That is,s(C2, d1) = −690,
s(CK, d1) = −660, s(C2, d2) = −690 ands(CK, d2) = −660. As a result GIB selects the King of Clubs,
becauses(CK, d1) + s(CK, d2) > s(C2, d1) + s(C2, d2).

Figure 4 illustrates the opponent model of GIB using our agent. The East’s agent constructs a deal according to
the reasoning based on the bidding and play so far. The South’s agent (the opponent) makes no mistake because it
is assumed that all of the cards in the deal are visible.
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Figure 3: Game-tree for deal d1.

Figure 4: Model of the opponent (South) who makes no mistakes.

4. MODEL OF AN OPPONENT WHO MAKES MISTAKES

We propose an opponent model and a new card selection algorithm where the player can take an advantage of an
opponent’s mistake. Figure 5 illustrates our model. The East’s agent constructs a deal but the other players cannot
see his hand in our model.

The East’s agent simulates two cases. In the case 1 East plays the Duce of Clubs and the South’s agent constructs
a sample of dealsd11@C2/S which is consistent with the biddings, plays so far (including the play of the Duce
of Clubs) and the South’s Hand in the deald1 constructed by East’s agent. In the case 2 East plays the King of
Clubs and the South’s agent constructs a sample of dealsd11@CK/S which is consistent with the biddings, plays
so far (including the play of the King of Clubs) and the South’s hand in the deal d1. West has King of Clubs in the
deald11@C2/S constructed from the South’s point of view after East plays the Duce of Clubs. If South considers
such a case, he may try the Club finesse again mistakenly.

5. A NEW CARD SELECTION ALGORITHM

A card selection algorithm in the section 2 is extended by using the Monte Carlo samples constructed from other
players’ points of view. We call it ABC algorithm because it selects a move based on three players’ (playerA’s,
B’s andC ’s) points of view.
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Figure 5: Model of the opponent (South) who makes mistakes.

[ABC algorithm] To select a move of the playerA from a candidate setM considering other players’ (playerB’s
andC ’s) points of view:

[Step 1] Construct a setDa of deals consistent with both the bidding and play of the deal thus far from the player
A’s point of view.

[Step 2] For each movem ∈ M and each dealda ∈ Da, evaluate the result of making the movem in the dealda
according to the step 2-1 to 2-3.

[Step 2-1] For each dealda ∈ Da, construct two sets of dealsDb(m, da) andDc(m, da) consistent with both
the bidding and play includingm from the other players’ (B’s andC ’s except the Dummy’s) points of view.

[Step 2-2] For each triple of deals[da, db, dc] whereda ∈ Da , db ∈ Db(m, da) anddc ∈ Dc(m, da), evaluate
the result of making the movem where each player selects moves assuming the deal from his own point of
view. Denote the score obtained by making these movess(m, [da, db, dc]).

[Step 2-3] Denote the average score
∑

s(m, [da, db, dc])/n obtained by making this moves(m, da), wheren
is the number of triples[da, db, dc].
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[Step 3] Return thatm for which
∑

d s(m, da) is maximal.

The details of Step 2-2 are as follows:

[Definitions]

n0 is the root node of the game-tree.
player(n) is the player who selects a move at a node n of the game-tree.

Theplayer(n0) at the root has the name ’A’.
The other players excluding Dummy have names ’B’ and ’C ’ individually.

type(n) is the type of a noden and it is ’max’ or ’ min’.
We define the type(n0) is max.
If player(n) is A or the partner ofA, type(n) is max.
If player(n) is the opponent of the playerA thentype(n) is min.
Valuesa(n), b(n), c(n) at a noden are evaluated values by playerA, B, andC respectively.

suc(n) is a set of successors of a noden.
payoff(n, d) is payoff at a leaf node n for a deald. If it is not defined,payoff(n, d) = ∗.

We definemax andmin for ∗ as follows:
max(∗, x) = x, max(x, ∗) = x, min(∗, x) = x, min(x, ∗) = x.

[ABC game-tree search algorithm]To evaluate the scores(m, [da, db, dc]) in Step 2-2 of the ABC algorithm.

If noden is suc(n0), corresponding to the movem at the root node,
returna(n) as thescore(m, [da, db, dc]).

If n is a leaf node, then
a(n) = payoff(n, da),
b(n) = payoff(n, db),
c(n) = payoff(n, dc).

If player(n) is ’A’, then
a(n) = maxn′∈suc(n)a(n′),
b(n) = maxn′∈suc(n)b(n′),
c(n) = maxn′∈suc(n)c(n′).

If player(n) is ’B’, thena(n) depends on theB’s selection as follows:
b(n) = type(n)n′∈suc(n)b(n′),
a(n) = type(n)n′∈Xa(n′)

whereX is the set ofn′ which gives the best value oftype(n) of b(n′),
c(n) = type(n)n′∈suc(n)c(n′).

if player(n) is ’C ’, thena(n) depends on theC ’s selection as follows:
c(n) = type(n)n′∈suc(n)c(n′),
a(n) = type(n)n′∈Xa(n′)

whereX is the set ofn′ which gives the best value oftype(n) of c(n′),
b(n) = type(n)n′∈suc(n)b(n′).

6. EXAMPLES

[Example 1] ABC algorithm is applied to the example 1 in the section 3, whereA, B andC are corresponding to
East, South and West respectively.

Step 1: Construct a setDa of deals consistent with both the bidding and play of the deal thus far from East’s point
of view. We use a setD in figure 2 asDa.

Step 2: Evaluate each move inM = {C2, CK} for each deal inDa = {d1, d2}. d11@C2/S andd11@C2/W in
figure 6(a) are deals constructed from the points ofB(South) andC(West) respectively assuming that East plays
C2. d11@CK/S andd11@CK/W in figure 6(b) are deals constructed similarly assuming that the East plays
CK.

The ABC game-tree search based on deals in figure 6 is illustrated in figure 7. At the node with the labelN
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Figure 6: Deals constructed from the other players’ point of view.

the declarer must selectCJ or CA. Evaluations ofCJ andCA depend on players’ points of view. According
to Declarer’s point of view (the middle row of a triple) the evaluation values are−690 for CJ and100 for CA.
Declarer selects a card with minimum value, that is,CJ . It is good for East because the evaluation ofCJ from
East’s point of view (the top row) is100. As a result
s(C2, d1, d11@C2/S, d11@C2/W ) = 100,
s(CK, d1, d11@CK/S, d11@CK/W ) = −660.

Another sample of deals and the ABC game-tree search based on it is an follows.

s(C2, d1, d12@C2/S, d12@C2/W ) = −690,
s(CK, d1, d12@CK/S, d12@CK/W ) = −660.

If we finish Step2-2,

s(C2, d1)= s(C2, d1, d11@C2/S, d11@C2/W ) + s(C2, d1, d12@C2/S, d12@C2/W )/2
= (100− 690)/2
= −295

s(CK, d1)= s(CK, d1, d11@CK/S, d11@CK/W ) + s(CK, d1, d12@CK/S, d12@CK/W )/2
= (−660− 660)/2
= −660

Obtains(C2, d2) ands(CK, d2) similarly.

In our experimentss(C2, d2) = (−690 + 200)/2 = −245, s(CK, d2) = (−660− 660)/2 = −660.

Step 3:s(C2, d1) + s(C2, d2) = −295− 245 = −540 s(CK, d1) + s(CK, d2) = −660− 660 = −1320
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Figure 7: Game-tree search based on deals in figure 6.

SoA(East) selects the maximum case, that is,C2 is selected.

If East has the nerve to play low, declarer is likely to finesse again and fails to make the contract. A bridge expert
says (Kelsey, 1982), ”Baring an honor card is much less dangerous than it looks, for it is hard for declarer to believe
that you have done such a thing.”

[Example 2]

Figure 8: Deal, bidding and play history of Example 2.

West opens a Club against Four Spades. What card do you play after takingCA?

Experts (Gardner and Mollo, 2001) say, ”Lead the highest of a sequence if you want opponents to take the trick,
and the lowest if you hope that they will hold off.” An agent in our computer bridge does not have such knowledge,
but the agent uses the ABC algorithm to select the same card as an expert player of bridge.

A pair of deals constructed from South’s point of view and West’s point of view is illustrated in figure 9. Our new
algorithm selectsD9 expecting that West may not want to wasteDA on such a small card.
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Figure 9: A pair of deals constructed from South’s point of view and West’s point of view.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an opponent model with imperfect information and a heuristic algorithm to take advantage of mistakes
by the opponent. The model and the algorithm make deceptive plays possible. We made a prototype of computer
bridge program and tested it for examples in the chapter 17 (Deceiving Defendeders) and the chapter 18 (Deceiving
Declarer) of ”Card Play Technique: The Art of Being Lucky” by V. Mollo and N. Gardener. None of the deceptions
in the examples could not be played by existing computer bridges using the algorithm in the section 2, but most of
the deceptive play problems in this book were solved by our prototype computer bridge. Sometimes our program
estimated the risks of the deceptive play more than the authors of the book and did not select the recommended
plays. Our prototype cannot play in real time. Now we are developing a new version of our computer bridge which
is executed by 64 processors.
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